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My Right to Medical Care
by David Mwangi
[name changed to protect confidentiality]
During my time in detention I have had chest pain,
heart failure, hypertension, pain in my feet, head pain,
depression, and urinary bleeding. When I went to see
the doctor at the detention center last October they
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gave me medication without taking me to the lab. I
took this medication for about two months. After about
one week of taking the medication my chest pain got
worse but I didn’t know why. Later I found out it was
because of the medication. I ask you, why did they not
take me to the lab and give me the wrong medication?
I went back to the doctor’s office and they took me to
an outside hospital emergency room. There the doctor
told me that the medication I was taking was making
me more sick. I read the instructions and they said that
the medication was to ease painful period cycles,
arthritis, and gout attack.
One time I was so weak they had to take me around
in a wheelchair. In fact, today when I’m meeting with
you I’m coming from medical. I go to medical about
three times a week. I’m not sleeping well because of
the pain. Even the food you eat here can make you fall
down because it is very small. There is no chance to
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exercise, no space, and it is very cold. My heart
problems started about two months after being put
in detention, I think because it is so cold here. In my
country I was running 10 kilometers about every day
and I was healthier.
In March I was told that I have heart failure. I am
medically unfit to stay in detention but immigration
won’t release me. They don’t have the medication I
need here. I need to get out. I have the right to get
medication. I don’t trust these people.

ON THE GROUND
Allegations of inadequate medical care are
common. So far this year 6 people have died in
adult detention centers. Information can be found

criminal custody, the children were transferred

here http://www.aila.org/infonet/deaths-at-

alone to an unaccompanied minor shelter run by

adult-detention-centers.

the Office of Refugee Resettlement [ORR].

People Fleeing
Persecution have the
Right to Seek Asylum
by Sara Ramey

Previous administrations have correctly not
prosecuted asylum seekers for illegal entry. Doing
so is a violation of domestic asylum law as well as
international human rights law because asylum
seekers have the legal right to seek asylum.
Domestic law is grounded in widely-accepted
international standards, starting with Article 14 of

Prosecutions of asylum seekers for so-

the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights

called ‘‘illegal entry’’ must be stopped

and Article 27 of the 1948 American Declaration of

immediately. Prosecuting people fleeing for

the Rights and Duties of Man, and continuing with

their lives simply for entering the country

the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of

without documents is not only against the

Refugees.

law, it is costly and impractical, and is

As stated by the UN High Commissioner for

against American values of acceptance and

Refugees ‘‘refugees should not be penalized for

respect for the family.

their illegal entry or stay… the seeking of

Between May 6 and May 19 Customs and

asylum can require refugees to breach

Border Patrol [CBP] forcibly separated 658

immigration rules. Prohibited penalties might

children from their parents in order to

include being charged with immigration or

prosecute their parents for illegal entry

criminal offences relating to the seeking of

under the Administration’s April 6 ‘‘zero-

asylum, or being arbitrarily detained purely on

tolerance policy’’ [overall prosecutions

the basis of seeking asylum.’’

jumped 30 percent between March and
April]. While their parents remained in
2
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smuggling a child, then we will prosecute you and

the country at an ‘‘[i]mproper time or

that child will be separated from you as required

place’’ can be sentenced to six months in

by law. If you don’t like that, then don’t smuggle

jail and a fine of up to $250 [repeat

children over our border.” He fails to understand

offenders can be jailed for up to two years

that many families fleeing persecution don’t have

and fined up to $500]. There is a bona fide

a choice but to seek protection in the U.S.

argument that entering the U.S. without

Although the federal smuggling statute does not

documents to seek asylum is never

carve out an exception for bringing children to

entering at an improper time or place –

the U.S. the intent of Congress in passing the law

especially considering that CBP has been

was to prosecute human traffickers and criminals,

turning asylum seekers away at the bridge

not parents looking for a safe life for their

so many people have no other option but to

children. Previous administrations understood

cross without documents. To the extent

this and exercised discretion appropriately.

that the illegal entry statute may conflict

The Administration is trying whatever it can to

with our asylum law, the asylum law trumps

impermissibly prevent asylum seekers from

the illegal entry statute due both to its

claiming protection, including forcing families

long-standing and wide-spread acceptance,

apart. The White House Chief of Staff has publicly

and that the illegal entry statute was never

said that increasing family separation would be a

intended to prevent people from seeking

tough ‘‘deterrent’’ for asylum seekers. Even if this

asylum.

were true – and no data supports this claim [in

In addition to separating and prosecuting

fact numbers of asylum seekers have recently

parents for illegal entry, the Administration

gone up] – separating asylum seeking families

is also putting the family under attack by

only creates more problems.

charging parents with smuggling of

Prosecuting asylum seekers for illegal entry has

their children under 8 U.S. Code § 1324. On

exponentially increased family separation,

May 7 Attorney General stated “If you

although separating children from their parents is

smuggle illegal aliens across our border,

not new. Between October 2017 and April 30, 2018

then we will prosecute you. If you are

ORR contacted DHS in an attempt to locate
parents who had been forcibly separated from
their children in 700 cases, including over 100
children under the age of four. As I have
previously argued, separating families when there
are no allegations of abuse or neglect is not only
inhumane, unnecessary, and costly, it is
unconstitutional.
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As of May 30, 2018 there was a 22 percent
increase in children held at ORR shelters [10,852
up from 8,886 the previous month]. The 100
shelters, located in 14 states, are now 95 percent
full. This has placed a burden on the shelter case
workers. Children are now staying detained for 56
days, up from 51 days, before they are released to
a sponsor.
Parents are usually the best care-givers and
separating families is a violation of both parental
rights and children’s rights. If the government
were truly concerned about children ending up in
Forcibly taking children without letting
the parents know where their children are
being held and if they are ok, and not
telling the children what is happening, is
one of the most disturbing aspects of this
policy and legally constitutes enforced
disappearance and torture under both
domestic and international law. Family

the wrong hands, it would not be separating them
from their parents.
Family separation is illegal and inhumane. It is
costly and unnecessary. Forcing families apart,
and prosecuting parents, to deter asylum seekers
must stop immediately.
- See end of Newsletter for sources.

separation also often occurs without notice
– with the exception that the threat of
family separation is also being used as a
tactic at the bridge to dissuade people
from asking for asylum – and families have
no opportunity to challenge the separation
before an independent judicial body.
I have worked with many asylum seekers
who have been forcibly separated from
their children and it is always traumatic.
For children, the American Academy of
Pediatrics has concluded that “highly
stressful experiences, like family
separation, can cause irreparable harm,
disrupting a child’s brain architecture and
affecting his or her short- and long-term
health. This type of prolonged exposure to
serious stress— known as toxic stress— can

ON THE GROUND
The Migrant Center works with many mothers and
fathers who have been separated from their
children. We also work with people separated
from their spouses and siblings.

carry lifelong consequences for children.”
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TRANSGENDER WOMAN
WINS PROTECTION
The Migrant Center helped a transgender
woman from Honduras win protection in the

After the Migrant Center presented new

U.S. In addition to facing years of

evidence and legal argument to the Asylum

discrimination and harassment, she was

Office, they agreed to change their decision
and give our Cuban client a chance to
present her political opinion asylum case to a
judge. The Immigration Judge had already
signed off on the initial negative credible fear
interview results and she was scheduled for

recently targeted by the gangs for forced
conversion / punishing by rape. Thank you to
those who supported her case.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ON
TELEMUNDO

imminent deportation.

Telemundo San Antonio interviews our

JUDGE GRANTS BOND TO

recent decision in Matter of Castro-Tum and

AUSTIN MAN

Executive Director on the 10pm news about the
how it will impact the immigrant community.

The Immigration Judge granted bond to our

NOTICE TO APPEAR ISSUED IN

client, a long-time Austin resident from

SPLIT FAMILY CASE

Honduras who was suffering severe stomach

A Guatemalan father of three girls who was

pain and anxiety in detention. He has now

forcibly separated from them by CPB was

been able to reunite with his family and will

recently issued a Notice To Appear placing

be able to pursue his asylum case from

him in removal proceedings after the Migrant

outside detention.

Center reached out to the Asylum Office

STANDING WITH THE
COMMUNITY
The Migrant Center added its voice to 70
immigrants’ and human rights organizations
calling for the United Nations to investigate
and end the continued human rights

about the due process problems involved in
keeping the family separated. As a result, he
can now pursue an asylum case and seek his
release from detention to be with his
daughters.

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

violations perpetrated against immigrants

QUOTES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

detained at the Stewart and Irwin Detention

The San Francisco Chronicle quotes our

Centers, including the excessive and

Executive Director on how the Attorney

arbitrary use of solitary confinement,

General, in eliminating administrative closure

systematic obstruction of immigrants’ right

and directing government prosecutors to seek

to legal counsel and legal information, the

recalendaring in previously closed cases, is

lack of access to necessary medical care, and

effectively working to increase the

forced participation in the labor program.

Immigration Court backlog to over a million
cases.
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Honduras to the district court challenge
terminating TPS for El Salvadorans and

Director calling for immigration courts to be

Haitians.

made independent of the Department of Justice.

GOVERNMENT SEPARATES

Important News

FAMILIES IN ORDER TO

STATES SUE TO STOP DACA
May 1 – Texas and six other states filed a
lawsuit challenging the 2012 executive action
that created DACA and requesting a nationwide
preliminary injunction to halt the issuance of
any and DACA permits. The case was filed with
the federal district judge who halted DAPA and
the expansion of DACA in 2015. Several DACA

PROSECUTE PARENTS FOR
ILLEGAL ENTRY
May 7 – Attorney General Sessions announced
that parents who accompany their children to
the U.S. will be forcibly separated and
prosecuted for illegal entry under 8 USC 1325
as well as for smuggling. These are two

recipients are seeking to intervene.

measures are part of the Administration’s

TPS TERMINATED FOR

In 2017 DHS referred more than 65,000 cases

HONDURANS

TRAC. 40 percent of new arrivals are families

May 4 – DHS said it will terminate the
Temporary Protected Status [TPS] of 57,000

zero tolerance policy announced on April 6.
for criminal prosecution according to
[104,999 people in FY 2017]. On May 1 DOJ had
announced that it filed charges against 11
members of the migrant caravan. Between

Hondurans effective January 5, 2020. TPS has

May 6 and May 19, 658 children were forcibly

been in place for Hondurans in the U.S. since

taken away from their parents under the new

Hurricane Mitch struck the country in 1998.

policy. The DHS Inspector General said that

DHS’ decision is based on its determination
that Honduras has sufficiently recovered from
the hurricane. DHS did not consider the
current state of gang violence in its decision.
On May 9 plaintiffs in Centro Presente v.
Trump filed an amended complaint adding

he will investigate whether administration is
improperly separating families in immigration
custody.

ATTORNEY GENERAL ELIMINATES
ADMINISTRATIVE CLOSURE
May 16 - the Attorney General certified the
case of Castro-Tum to himself and then ruled
that Immigration Judges and the Board of
Immigration Appeals do not have the power to
grant administrative closure except in limited
circumstances, thereby taking away an
important discretionary tool judges use to
prioritize the most urgent cases and give time
to the government to process other petitions
pending before them. The Attorney General
also directed DHS prosecutors to move to
recalendar previously closed cases.
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CASE APPEAL OF THE MONTH
Mr. Hamidou was imprisoned and tortured by the government of Sudan
because the government assumed he was against them due to his tribe –
which rebelled against the government in Darfur – and his brother’s
political activities. The government released him so that he would spy
for them but he did not have any information to give them and, in fear of
his life, fled. We need 2,500 in order to provide full representation.
RESOURCES ON RIGHT TO SEEK ASYLUM AND FAMILY SEPARATION:
Prosecutions:
1. Separation for illegal entry prosecution: http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-trump-zerotolerance-migrant-children-20180530-story.html?
utm_source=Recent%20Postings%20Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RP%20Daily
2. Increase in illegal entry prosecutions: http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/515/
3. Illegal entry statute: https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1325
4. Smuggling prosecution policy: https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2018/05/07/609225537/sessionssays-zero-tolerance-for-illegal-border-crossers-vows-todivide-families
5. Smuggling statute: https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1324
Impact of Family Separation:
1. Increase in ORR detention: http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-trump-zero-tolerancemigrant-children-20180530-story.html?
utm_source=Recent%20Postings%20Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RP%20Daily
2. ORR previous split family cases: https://theintercept.com/2018/05/29/zero-toleranceborder-policy-immigration-mass-trials-children/?
utm_source=AILA+Mailing&utm_campaign=105fbd7017AILA8_5_31_2018&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3c0e619096-105fbd7017-291970601
3. Trauma Report from American Academy of Pediatrics:
https://www.aap.org/en-us/aboutthe-aap/aap-pressroom/pages/StatementOpposingSeparationofChildrenandParents.aspx
4.Separation as Torture: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2018/05
/15/separating-children-from-parents-at-the-border-isnt-just-cruel-its-torture/?
utm_term=.8254ae4291a8
5. Separation is unconstitutional: http://thehill.com/opinion/immigration/366797-separatingimmigrant-families-is-unconstitutional
International Law Protecting Right to Seek Asylum:
1. Refugee Convention and UNHCR Preamble:
http://www.unhcr.org/3b66c2aa10
2. American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man:
https://www.cidh.oas.org/basicos/english/basic2.american%20declaration.htm
3. Universal Declaration of Human Rights: http://www.un.org/en/universal-declarationhuman-rights/
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JOIN US IN OUR WORK SUPPORTING DETAINED ASYLUM SEEKERS
The Migrant Center for Human Rights depends on donations from
people like you. Please consider making a contribution to support
detained asylum seekers today. Visit www.migrantcenter.org.

Migrant Center for Human Rights
PO Box 90382, San Antonio, TX 78209
Phone: 210-802-6061
www.migrantcenter.org
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